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Commissioning Checklist
Fan section/ventilation,
Commissioning
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Check that the fan section is:
1. correctly set up on a waterproof
vibration-free area, that the space for
servicing is sufficient, and that any
supplementary material is removed
from the unit
2. connected to the extract air duct
(via heat pump section) and to the
exhaust air duct
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CAREL

Climatix

Heat pump/recovery, Commissioning

3. connected to the power supply

Check that the heat pump:

Fan start procedure (via Climatix):
A. set the main switch to ‘On’
B. check that no error messages are
displayed, address any errors
C. Start the fan by navigating to the
Climatix menu SERVICE SWITCH,
press the dial and select Auto

4. has a 10 core cable connected to the main heat controller
with the following connections, for example:
- interlocking via the circulation pump
- signal from the outdoor air temperature sensor
- for external control: signal for heat demand
- for internal control: signal from flow line temperature sensor
For detailed connection instructions, refer to the orderspecific wiring diagram.

Heat pump start procedure (via CAREL):
A. IMPORTANT! The compressor’s crankcase must warm
up before being started. Heating takes place automatically using an in-built heating coil when the compressor
is connected to the power supply. Heating time depends on the ambient temperature. When the underside of the compressor feels warm, it may be started.
B. Allow the compressor to start as follows
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5. is connected to the liquid side, vented at the liquid’s highest point, and that the flow of liquid is adjusted to the value
according to the design data
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6. has the condensation outlet connected to a floor drain/
sewer (not via water trap, insulated pipe if in cold area)
7. for internal control: aligned with parallel temperature curves
for the property (recommended 3 °C higher curve for the
supply line temperature in Climatix than in the property)
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